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Abstract

Kinetic theory for a nonlinear propagation of quasi-monochromatic

extraordinary waves is presented. It reveals that propagation of an

envelope of the extraordinary carriers is described by the nonlinear

Schrodinger equation. In a cold plasma limit, a detailed analysis

is carried out on a behaviour of the envelope of the upper- and

the lower-hybrid waves at respective resonant frequency ranges.



1. Introduction

With the purpose of completing a series of our previous works on

a nonlinear propagation of electromagnetic waves (the cyclotron and the

ordinary modes) in a hot magnetoplasma (Kako et al 1973; Tu Khiet et al

1977), the latter of which referred to as I in the saquel, we have

worked out a kinetic theory of the self-modulation of the extraordinary

waves (hereafter abbreviated as X-modes), along the same line of analysis

as in I, i.e., whithin the framework of the reductive perturbation

technique. Complication of the analysis arises, since, as is known in

the linear theory, the X-mode is elliptically polarized on a plane

perpendicular to an external magnetic field Bo. Nonlinear propagation

of the finite-amplitude X-mode is expected to be and really is governed

by a set of two coupled nonlinear equations. After having established

the nonlinear Schrodinger (NLS) equation in its general form, we have

turned to analyse the dispersion and the nonlinear coupling coefficients

in the limit of a cold plasma. There are two reasons to neglect the

thermal effect. The first is that, whenever a wave vector k of the X-mode

is strictly perpendicular to Bo, no mechanism of Landau and/or cyclotron

damping exists and thus thermal effect affords a negligible contribution

to nonlinear propagation characteristics of the carrier wave. The

second, in connexion with the above, is that evaluation of the thermal

correction demands a Herculean task and we shall get something like

"a great cry and little wool". Results obtained with this procedure

should and really do colloborate our previous one derived with hydro-

dynamic approach (Furutani 1975).
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2. Basic Formulation

We shall consider a quasi-monochromatic extraordinary wave propagating

across an external magnetic field B , directed to the z-axis. The wave

is assumed to propagate along the x—axis. In order to follow closely the

derivation of the nonlinear Schrodin,;er equation for the ordinary-mode

carriers, we use in the present paper the same notations as in I. To be

concise we only quote the basic equations for the vector potential A and

the scalar potential <j> which read as

C 2k*
-5-.(it,.a ATi. -%,3. A , J L \

W 9 ]&A*,t.t)-O. (1)

(2)

where the suffix T stands, as in I, for transverse components of a

vector relative to the x-axis. In order to establish an asymptotic

equation for A and/or <j>, we have recourse to the reductive perturbation

technique. Introducing a set of stretched variables a=Et, T]=£-x and

C=e x and expanding the distribution function 5£ and the electromagnetic

potentials A and <j> into the double series

-wt)]# X^A X, A,, A, and f
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we can construct successively a set of coupled nonlinear equations for

a pair (n,H), each corresponding to a given order of e.

2.1 Linear dispersion relation for the X-mode (n=|jl|=l)

The first-order perturbed distribution function associated with the

fundamental mode, fal , assumes the form

SaA = i JH At • Je.ll), A = ((1- M ) AX( A,, A*) (5)

where ,

in which G(jc(i|',ijil) and t n e differential operator L, as are defined by

I(7a) and (7b), are reproduced hers to facilitate the reading

and U = l, L,-.a *f> U-ii^-KWtU + lt^lX

Substitution of (5) into the first-order version 02=l,£=±l) of (2)

and (3) yields the linear dispersion equation

where

I d... US &....fi\_ul n I
(7a)

(7b)

The above equation can be decoupled into two independent equations. The

first of them, $o(0 = £a(0- N = 0 , describes the propagation of the



c __^

ordinary mode already discussed in I. The second one represents the dis- '.
I

persion of the extraordinary mode (hereafter abbreviated as X-mode), which j

we can rewrite as I

Ml) Ail)

A 3 > A ( 8 )

where T is a row vector defined by

X-l^-M* -«.,, O) (9a)

J ^ U ) « 3>x( ic, ui) = eKK (eJ:( - M
2) - 6^3 e3* = o (9b)

The vector T thus "projects" D(l) into D (1).

2.2 Second-order "slow" mode rc=2, Jl=O

The second-order distribution function (n=2) with Z=0, obeys the

equation

«) M D * ,«>
If^^.i^.ftj -L fejt + CC. (10)

v.'hich is integrated to give

where Haty) = I ̂  | ity (.A,-LX A t • fc,U)) + C.C. This function,

periodic in i|i, is subject to the condition J d$ HB(i|'J=O . The constant K

can not yet be determined at this stage. It will be given in §2-5, where

we shall consider the third-order "slow" mode (n=3, H=0).

2-3 Compatibility condition (n=2, £=1)

The relevant equation with n=2 and £=1 can be written as

ll} MV ^ Ml ) j , ' l l

-i«ft..2S_i(i 1- l lMwA b-Fa] + _ L ( l + ^
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. (I)
where d/.ty)-SL.i-jl ul~*n'* . Substituting f B l , given by (5), into (12)

and then integrating over l|), we obtain a solution of the form

W A 7 A(l)

Now, setting w=2 and Z=X, we obtain

This vector equation can be reduced into a scalar equation by applying the

projection operator T from the left.

In view of the identity T-5(l)- Aj%•. Ĵ (l) A^j , terms associated vrith Ai

vanish and we are left with

±11 A _2j.Uu,ai)xU)C]-i(^Tl-lTlVS»)-A(

Since the second term on the left can easily be proven to vanish by

the subsequent use of the polarization relation : A^,! = _ € « Aa(i/e^

= _£•„„,Aic,/(63J_K ). and the disperssion relation, a resulting equation

turns out to be

This is the compatibility condition specifying a unique combination of

n and a through the relation E,=r\-v a, where v is the group velocity of

the carrier wave, i.e.,

/

310/ •aw
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2-4 Second harmonic of the second order n=|£|=2

The second harmonic of the second-order distribution function is

governed by

a solution of which can be formally given by direct integration as

Now, subsituting f,,̂  into (2) with n=|£|=2, we readily find the relation

(2)«U (1)

where Ja is the nonlinear current density associated with f,,̂

A solution to (19) is given by

&?=|>)T (20a)

where T = _L S J5=L /^ *> f^' ̂ K^t f) ( ft? L;^)( 6? &<«) (20b)
-I

and ra is the number density of an equilibrium plasma. 35x̂ 2) is the inverse

of D (2).

2-5 Fundamental wave of the third order n=3, £=1

Before embarking on the discussion of the fundamental wave of the

third order (M=3, £=1), we need an explicit form of tac which enters

into a nonlinear part of f8l . It is then necessary to determine the

constant Kwleft unsolved in §2.2. Although our present purpose is not to

obtain {*„ itself, we require an equation which governs the third-

order "slow" mode(n=3, £=0). It reads as
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+ to -MA?!i - N <f * J- -1 AS *) C

Averaging (21) over I(J, we obtain

(22)

Next, with the aid of the expression for H (i{)) given in §2.2, we can prove

that terras involving the partial derivative jr— on both sides of (22) cancel

each other. We finally find

(23)

We are now in a position to solve an equation for the third-order distribu-

tion function f w t . As in I, this equation comprises, on its right-

hand side, a linear and a nonlinear source terms, which we shall denote

by S (ifi) and S.„(<!>), respectively,

,(3)

d ^ ) ^ , - S L(^ + ^HU(^) (24)

where

(25a)
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and

, A(2i M* A I D * ,&•) '•(1) »M)

^ f + J = 11 C26?L ̂  - £ . L i j + At'.L C] {25b)

In view of (24), a relevant solution is given by

(3) IMt -C3)NL
«,i = Jo,,t + J«,i (26)

(27a)

and ,
.(3)NL

""""'"" " " » '' * *•• • * T ( 2 7 b )

Proceeding on exactly in the same way as in the derivation of the compati-

bility condition, we obtain, with the aid of (2) and (3) with H=3 and

31=1, an expression

-«)Ml.
where Jt denotes the nonlinear current density associated with ^

Now, by taking the scalar product of (28) with the row vector T defined

A{J)

by (9a), we see inuneadiately that the coefficient of At vanishes due to

the dispersion equation D (l)=0 and that terms involving A(*J disappear

by virtue of the compatibility condition. Since the third term on the left-

hand side of the resulting equation, which is of the first-order in A,™ ,
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can be written ar

2
\ t= L

\-3w-3s

with R= w'^xW'Ai ' ̂ •t i s rea<5ily seen that the last two terms of (29)

vanish identically. It turns out that the vector equation (28) is reduced

to a scalar equation as

_ JL(JL ±. 3i 9-f j ^ % -i J-DX2. At" + ̂ _ T - j f ^ O (30)

Next, taking into account the obvious identity

and introducing a new variable T=?/v > (30) can be put into the standard
u

form

In the following section, we shall show, as in the case of the ordinary

(3JHL i» u >i*»U)
mode, that Jt is indeed proportional to lA^ij A^j . (32) then becomes

the nonlinear Schrodinger equation.

_13)KI-
3. Evalution of the nonlinear current density Jt

The purpose of this section is to put Jt into a form q(.k,ui)\Pn,t\ Ax,t

Since q(k,m) is expected to be of an awfully messy form, we shall content

ourselves to indicate in which form it is really given. The nonlinear

O) til-
current density Jt defined through the relation

OWL ( P(3)NI,

Jt « Z euj Au m iVA s Jt -v Ji (33)
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can be divided into two parts Jj and J2 , inhere Ji is that part of J

representing the coupling between the second-order second harmonic and

the carrier wave and J2 corresponds to the remaining part which

describes all other types of the coupling, i.e., between the second-

order "slow" mode and the first-order fundamental and between three

first-order fundamental modes. They are formally given as

^ (34a)

and J, m l g S ea I W V < k * t t $

(34b)

Now, by the use of A2 given by (20a), together with explicit expression

of L and P^ defined in §2-1, we obtain

** (34b)

T. J I ) l=^ 1jA^,| A^i (35)

where hi= 2J2L 2 e« f (i-g T'9J I A+' <*»,«(+.'•I)

x[(C-L)J ^ ^ B C + I ^ ^ E I + "3*1 ̂ ' GrysMWHC'LJEr] (36a)

+ ajaj d

K%^^jV(WtV^^V^ }] (36b)

with 3=Lr+1L^ (37)
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i to1 t r* r^

and "is- &xx}ex<t-~ £IJT/(6I(|(-N ) is the complex polorization ratio.

When F does not depend on ij), the operator a should obviously be re-

placed by (COJS\&4-T{ si»i.-vj<) —

The nonlinear term of (32) is finally written as (lt'WC/ti?)(3J|)t/3'j)J.

MY*'Vsn ̂ >MI Ai,i . The nonlinear modulation of the extraordinary mode

is thus described by the nonlinear Schrodinger equation with no non-

local term, indfcatxng,.as was the case for the ordinary mode, that, when

> there exists neither the linear nor the nonlinear Landau and/or

cyclotron damping. When we further assume F (v) to be Maxwellian, all

integrals involved in (36a) and (36b) can be evaluated by means of an

expansion of G ̂{ty ,<!>') on the basis of the Bessel functions.

However, their expressions are so heavy and opaque in physical contents

that we do not find it interesting to give them explicitly here.

The absence of Landau and/or cyclotron damping suggests that only a

cold-plasma limit deserves to be investigated. This simplest approxi-

mation serves to bear out if the cold-plasma limit of (36) agrees well

with our previous result obatined with fluid approach (Furutani 1975),

referred to as IT in the sequel.

4. Nonlinear evolution of the X-mode envelope in a cold plasma

We first evaluate the nonlinear coupling coefficient Q, starting from the

expressions of pi and p2, given respectively by (36a) and (36b).

The results are

Q = Qj + Q 2
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where Q, s *™U A)fe „ 4(-§l\ ?** A* 5v<

J^SX. [{H-e^) \- % ̂ (DV^ . ̂ U)£] (40)

-

In these expressions, R and V are defined as in I, namely, R«=<u~,/«ii;

and "}«•='*>/wca • Comparison of (41a,b) with the expressions for <?o and

qz of Ref .II shows that Qj indeed represents a part of <72 originating

from A,.̂  and that Q2 is the sum of q0 and the remaining part of q2. We

are now ready to examine the stability of the X-raode envelope, in the

high and low frequency ranges. Attention will especially be paid on the

behaviour of the dispersion and the nonlinear coupling coefficients at

the immediate vicinity of the upper- and lower-hibrid(hereafter

abbreviated as UH and LH) resonances.

4-1 UH resonant frequency ranges

In this narrow frequency range we can write the NLS equation (32) as
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Ml)
where a = fcA^t/Bo , \i=kv T , v~Td, and

(44)

q = ^(v-R)i^-3U»«)»-(S-7g-M6^-ft(t»^>
RlA{i»o*«ftl44ffft*t+tti+«))r ( }

with R=R , V=0l/n and £2 =|ti) I. A brief derivation of (43) is given in

Appendix A. The linear stability of an envelope of the X-mode carrier

can be discussed by examining the sign of the product pq: according as

pq is negative or positive, an envelope is stable or unstable. At the

immediate neighbourhood of the UH resonance, two coefficients are given

by

and

where Vt=d)uH/JJ , 0>urt being the upper-hybrid frequency. The above result

shows that the envelope is stable for any value of R.

4-2 LH resonant frequency ranges

In this case we can no longer neglect the ion dynamics. After tedious

algebra, which is summarized in Appendix B, p and q read as

where f_fK\ _ Ĵ_

and Va=MLH/J2 , uLH being the lower-hybrid frequency.
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Since we restrict ourselves to the immediate vicinity of the LH resonance,

suffice it to study the behaviour of G(x) in the interval 0<x<l. For

this purpose we first investigate a variation of G'0*0 .the first

derivative, and thereby deduce a behaviour of G(s:) . A simple analysis,

due to Cardan's solution to the cube equation, shows that the equation

4M = A. [ <>:*_ 3. (i+ ft) x - -1- (I+«)*] =o

has (1) one real and two complex conjugate roots whenever R<R =-jlS+Vls5)

*= £. 34 and (2) three different real roots when R>R (at least two

of them are equal only when R=R ). Their behaviours are qualitatively

depicted on Fig.l. Now that the branch of the root xi has the lower bound

C*l J> TCi(Rc)= 3.E6] , G(x) is positive and G'(x) negative in the interval

0<x<l. Their behaviour is also shown in Fig.2. Thus in the interval

under consideration, a minimum of G(aj) always exists at x-Xi (R)>a7! (R ) ,

and we find that pq>0. An envelope of the LH carriers is unstable

over all their frequency ranges.

5. Concluding Remark

The NLS equation has been derived for an envelope of the X-mode

carriers propagating across an external magnetic field in a hot homo-

geneous magnetoplasma. In the absence of any mechanism of Landau and/or

cyclotron damping, we only need the limiting expressions of the disper-

sion and the nonlinear coupling coefficients obtained with a cold plasma

approximation, in order to discuss the linear stability of an envelope.

While the envelope of the UH carrier is found to be stable near the resonance

against the modulational instability, the envelope of the linear LH wave

is unstable. That an envelope of a quasi-monochromatic linear wave suffers
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from a moclulational instability in the Karpinan-Kruskal sense does not

necessarily imply that an interaction, such as energy exchange,between the

envelope soliton and plasma particles is desastrous. A nonlinear criterion

for tlv stability of solitary waves, including solitons, as was reviewed

by Scott et al (1973), may deserve a deeper study.

Appendix A

Derivation of Q in the UH resonant frequency ranges

In high frequency regions we do not need to take the ion dynamics into

account and thus two elements of the tensor D (2) are approximated as

and £ x u = -ie,U)=-i r — (Alb)

where R=Re and \)=(u/ne, f2e=|
a> I* We then calculate explicitly Aj, A2

and D (2) which enters into the expression of Qi,(40) . The results are

(A2a)

(A2b>

and

Inserting these quantities into (40) of the text, we first obtain Q] as

(A4)
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Also can we evaluate Q2 by the use of (41) which reads

w h e r e

Now it is easy to check that a part of Q(=Qi+Q2) can be factorized by the

2 2

factor V -1-R. With the aid of the explicit expression for N , we finally

obtain

where a * *V-<01 f- 3<2+R)**-(3-7R- 3d1) /- ifr i*ft)̂  (A6)

With regards the dispersion coefficient, we require an explicit

form of the fe-derivative of the group velocity which is calculated to yield

V M ^ - U R ) V R 1 (A7)

Then, for a non-dimensional function a =/cA t̂/Bo f the NLS equation is

written in a compact form as

(il + ̂ -SUVW^-O (A8)
v flu ^/u 1

where ^ « (C* t and /U = (££ .
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Appendix B

Derivation of Q near the LH resonance

In intermediate frequency ranges including the immediate vicinity of

the LH resonance, we can no longer neglect the ion dynamics. Two elements

of the tensor D (£) are given by

£ » « ) • 6tU)at--?i ̂ -^f (Bla)

and e,w{t)=_te2(0 = -i JL (Bib)

where s£=;COUH/fle=; 1+ R and -Jn=sWw/flt=R^/(l+R) , with li = «le/«il . As

in Appendix A, three quantities Ai, A2 and D (2) are required to evaluate Qi

They are found to be

*0 *

and

Substituting them into (40), we obtain

As for Q2> we find
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Adding these two terras, we find

where ^ _ _ _kt_ $(•*), with (*(*:) = -i-[ 4-x3- (ft+W* + 6(«+l)ic + 2-(R.^0 ] , «

(B4)

As for y'_ , we find

(B5)

The resulting NLS equation is obviously of the same form as (AS).
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Figure Captions

Fig.l. Qualitative variation of three real roots of G'(x)=0 as a function of R.

Fig.2. Qualitative sketch of the behaviours of G(x) and G'(x) , for x>0.
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